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Abstract

Our primary objective is to identify a natural and substantial problem about unitary similarity on arbitrary
complex matrices: which 0-patterns may be achieved for any given n-by-n complex matrix via some unitary
similarity of it. To this end, certain restrictions on “achievable” 0-patterns are mentioned, both positional
and, more important, on the maximum number of achievable 0’s. Prior results fitting this general question are
mentioned, as well as the “first” unresolved pattern (for 3-by-3 matrices!). In the process a recent question
is answered.

A closely related additional objective is to mention the best known bound for the maximum length of
words necessary for the application of Specht’s theorem about which pairs of complex matrices are unitarily
similar, which seems not widely known to matrix theorists. In the process, we mention the number of words
necessary for small size matrices.
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1. Unitarily achievable zero patterns

We say that a collection of positions C = {(i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk)} in an n-by-n matrix is a 0-
pattern achievable by unitary similarity (achievable for short) if for any n-by-n complex matrix
A, there is a unitary matrix U such that B = U∗AU = (bij ) satisfies

bit ,jt = 0, t = 1, . . . , k.

Schur’s theorem on unitary triangularization [8] says that both triangular 0-patterns

{(i, j) : 1 � i < j � n} and {(i, j) : 1 � j < i � n}
are achievable. Since a permutation matrix is unitary, if C is achievable and σ is a permutation
then

Cσ = {
(σ (i1), σ (j1)), . . . , (σ (ik), σ (jk))

}
is also achievable. Thus any 0-pattern that is a subset of one permutable to a triangular pattern is
achievable.

There are some clear restrictions on achievable patterns. Since the identity matrix is preserved
by unitary similarity, no diagonal position is contained in an achievable set. If A is of size n

but has an eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity n and geometric multiplicity 1, then A cannot be
similar (let alone unitarily similar) to a nontrivial direct sum. Thus, no pattern of the form

CS = (S × Sc) ∪ (Sc × S)

can be achievable for any nonempty proper subset S of {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Let Mn denote the space of n-by-n complex matrices. For any 0-pattern C, let VC denote the

subspace of Mn consisting of all matrices having zero entries at the positions indicated by C. Let
us write u·x for uxu−1, where u ∈ U(n) and x ∈ Mn.

Our primary purpose in this section lay in

(1) Popularizing the general question of which patterns are achievable (of course, the maximal
ones suffice), and

(2) Making a quantitative observation that limits the cardinalities of achievable patterns (see
Theorem 1.4).

Remark 1.1. There are achievable patterns of cardinality n(n − 1)/2 whose achievability does
not follow from Schur’s theorem. For example, for n = 4, it has recently been shown [14] (see
also [2] for a shorter proof) that the pattern corresponding to a tridiagonal matrix is achievable.
This result has been strengthened recently in [9] where the authors show, by modifying a proof
from [2], that given any two 4-by-4 complex matrices x and y, there exists a unitary matrix u

such that both matrices uxu−1 and uyu−1 are in upper Hessenberg form, i.e., have zero entries
in the positions (3, 1), (4, 1) and (4, 2).

Remark 1.2. There are considerable differences between the problem that we have raised (com-
plex field) and the corresponding one over the real field (real orthogonally achievable patterns
for real matrices). In the case of Schur’s theorem, a triangular pattern is not real achievable (i.e.,
by similarity with a real invertible matrix) because there exist real matrices having a nonreal
eigenvalue. For n = 4, the tridiagonal pattern is not real orthogonally achievable [3]. Even for
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n = 3, the patternC = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1)} is not real orthogonally achievable (consider a skew-
symmetric matrix of rank 2), while its achievability is still unresolved in the complex case. It is
an easy exercise to show that this particular pattern is real achievable iff the coefficients of the
characteristic polynomial λ3 − c1λ

2 + c2λ − c3 of the given 3-by-3 real matrix A satisfy the
inequality 3c2 � c2

1. This inequality can be rewritten as tr(A)2 � 3 tr(A2).

Remark 1.3. For any given 0-pattern C, there is, of course, a well-defined subset, U(n) · VC =
{uVCu−1 : u ∈ U(n)}, from which C may be achieved by some unitary similarity. Of course, this
subset, which may be a proper one, is also an interesting one to study. A yet more general problem
is the one of 0-patterns among k matrices that are achievable by simultaneous unitary similarity.
For which lists of k 0-patterns P1, . . . ,Pk , and any k n-by-n complex matrices A1, . . . , Ak , is
there a unitary matrix U such that U∗AiU has the pattern Pi , i = 1, . . . , k?

Our primary result shows that the number of positions in an achievable pattern is a maximum in
the case of Schur’s theorem mentioned earlier. This is proved below by using a simple dimension
argument. The same argument was used previously, in a special case, in the recent paper [2].

Theorem 1.4. If C is an achievable 0-pattern for n-by-n matrices, then

|C| � 1

2
n(n − 1).

Moreover, there are achievable patterns of this cardinality.

Proof. Let us denote by L the submanifold of the unitary group U(n) consisting of matrices
having real first row. The projection from the unitary group to the unit sphere U(n) → S2n−1,
which sends a unitary matrix to its first column is a fibration with base S2n−1 and fibre U(n − 1).
Our manifold L is the pullback of this bundle by the inclusion map of the unit sphere Sn−1 ⊆ Rn

into the sphere S2n−1 ⊆ Cn. As the dimension of U(n) is n2, it follows that the dimension of L

is n2 − n. (All dimensions in this proof are real dimensions.)
Moreover, we have U(n) = LT (product in the unitary group), where T is the maximal torus

of U(n) consisting of the diagonal matrices. Note also that the dimension of T is n.
Let d = n2 − |C|. The real dimension of VC is 2d. Since the 0-pattern C is achievable (by

hypothesis), we have

U(n) · VC = Mn.

Since T preserves VC, we have

2n2 =dim Mn = dim(U(n) · VC)

=dim(LT · VC) = dim(L · VC)

�dim L + dim VC = (n2 − n) + 2d.

Hence, |C| = n2 − d � n(n − 1)/2. �

This theorem allows us to answer a related question.

Corollary 1.5. There exist n-by-n complex matrices for which no unitarily similar matrix has
more than n(n − 1)/2 entries equal to 0.
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Proof. There are only finitely many 0-patterns C with |C| = 1 + n(n − 1)/2. For each of these
patterns, the set U(n) · VC is a closed subset of the matrix space Mn of real dimension <2n2.
Hence, this finite family of subsets of Mn cannot cover Mn. �

Remark 1.6. The above corollary answers a question that has been raised by others, e.g. by X.
Zhan at the 5th China Matrix Theory Conference, Shanghai, China, in August 2002 and again
mentioned by him at the 12th ILAS Conference, Regina, Canada, in June 2005 [24]. It would be
of interest to find, for each n > 2, a concrete n-by-n matrix having the property mentioned in the
corollary.

2. The length of words bound for Specht’s theorem

The objective of this section is to bring to the attention of the linear algebra community some
recent advances concerning the old problem of unitary similarity of complex matrices.

Let us recall Specht’s theorem [22].

Theorem 2.1. Two complex n-by-n matrices x and y are unitarily similar iff the equalities
tr(w(x, x∗)) = tr(w(y, y∗)) hold for all (finite) words w in two letters.

This theorem would be of little practical value without a concrete upper bound on the length
of the words for which the equalities mentioned in the theorem have to be checked. The first such
bound was produced by Pearcy [16]:

Theorem 2.2. In Specht’s theorem, it suffices to verify the equalities tr(w(x, x∗)) = tr(w(y, y∗))
for words w of length � 2n2.

Pearcy’s bound is well known. For instance it is given in Kaplansky’s book [10, p. 72], the
book of Horn and Johnson [8, Theorem 2.2.8], as well as in the survey on unitary similarity of
matrices by Shapiro [19].

There is a sharper bound which follows from Nagata–Higman theorem and its strengthening
by Razmyslov [18]. For more information about this theorem we refer the reader to the recent
book [4, Part A, Chapter 6]. Let us state the result of Razmyslov.

Theorem 2.3. In any associative algebra over a field of zero characteristic in which the identity
yn = 0 holds, the identity

x1x2 · · · xn2 = 0

also holds.

It was observed by Procesi [17] that the bound in Nagata–Higman theorem can be used to
obtain a bound on the degrees of a set of generators of simultaneous polynomial GLn-invariants
of two (or more) n-by-n matrices. For more details and the proof of this fact we refer the reader
to one of the following references [6,17], or [4, Theorem 6.1.6, p. 78].

It is a well known fact that a complex polynomial, p(x, y), in the entries of two complex
matrices x and y, is (a simultaneous) GLn(C)-invariant iff the corresponding polynomial p(z, z∗)
in the real and imaginary parts of the entries of the complex matrix z is a U(n)-invariant. For
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instance this is proved in the book of Sibirskiı̌ [21, Theorem 2.33, p. 193] as well as in Procesi’s
paper [17, Section 11].

Finally, since U(n) is a compact group, the polynomial U(n)-invariants separate the unitary
similarity classes in Mn.

Hence, from these remarks one obtains the following bound.

Theorem 2.4. In Specht’s theorem, it suffices to verify the equalities tr(w(x, x∗)) = tr(w(y, y∗))
for words w of length � n2.

Kuzmin [11] has constructed examples showing that d(n) � n(n + 1)/2, where d(n) denotes
the best bound for the Nagata–Higman theorem. He has conjectured that in fact equality holds.
This conjecture is true for n � 4, and also for n = 5 assuming that the algebra is generated by
two elements [20].

Subsequently, by using a theorem of Paz [15], Laffey [12] lowered the bound n2 in Theorem
2.4 to⌈

2

3
(n2 + 2)

⌉
,

where �x� denotes the smallest integer � x. (This bound is cited incorrectly in the survey paper
[19, p. 149].) A much better bound,

n ·
√

2n2

n − 1
+ 1

4
+ n

2
− 2

has been obtained recently by Pappacena [13] (see also [7]). Note that this bound is significantly
lower than n(n + 1)/2, i.e., the bound that one can expect to obtain from an improvement of
Razmyslov’s theorem. It has been conjectured [7] that Pappacena’s bound can be replaced by one
which is linear in n.

Bhattacharya and Mukherjea [1] have shown that there exist n2 + 1 continuous U(n)-invariant
functions Mn → C, which separate the unitary similarity classes in Mn. It is an interesting question
to decide whether these functions can be chosen to be polynomials.

Let us also comment on the small values of n. For n = 2, in order to verify that two matrices
are unitarily similar, it suffices to check the equality of the traces of only three words: x, x2, xx∗.
The following result of Pearcy is often quoted (see e.g. [8, Theorem 2.2.8, p. 76]): for n = 3 it
suffices to check the equality of the traces of the following nine words:

x, x2, xx∗, x3, x2x∗, x2(x∗)2, (xx∗)2, x2x∗xx∗, x2(x∗)2xx∗.

The fact that this list contains two redundant words, (xx∗)2 and x2x∗xx∗, is not so well known.
This fact was proved by Sibirskiı̌, see his book [21, Theorem 3.45, Corollary 1.45, p. 260]. He
also showed that the remaining set of seven words is minimal, i.e., it contains no redundant
word.

The algebra of simultaneous polynomial GL4(C)-invariants of two complex matrices x and y

has a minimal set of generators consisting of 32 polynomials (see [5,23]). All of these polynomials
can be taken to be of the form tr(w(x, y)), where w is a word in two letters. These 32 words have
lengths �10 and only one of them has length 10. There is a subset consisting of only 20 words
which suffices for testing the unitary similarity of 4-by-4 complex matrices. This will be elaborated
upon in a separate paper (under preparation) by the first author.
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